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Abstract
research program was started to investigate size effect on
fracture energy of concrete
tension. In a ~AA.A~H-A~A ~~A,•UA'V'""
test the stress gradients within
specimen are small cmnparect
used tests like three-point-bend or eccentric compression tests.
For this reason the size effect that is
can be attributed to
materather
type test.
tests
on dog-bone shaped specimens of six sizes in a range of 1:32.
Using
were carried out with rotating
measured at the
surface as feed-back
been obtained
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Introduction

fact that concrete exhibits size effects has been known
1972 Walsh reported a size dependence of the nominal tensile stress
was found in three-point-bend tests on
concrete beams,
(
1923

were confirmed by many other
different kinds of tests. The experiments
now show furthermore a dependence
test. In general, one could say that the strength '"""""".llv•"-""·is stronger when larger stress gradients are
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size effect phenomenon can
the physical mechanisms underlying
these physical mechanisms can
size range and predict
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structures.
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Experimental

Specimens
concrete properties
choice of the specimen shape, testing range
n~
""!J""'"'-...,_ ........, . . h_,
closely related. Although
ri 1 ..-n""'~""''"""" are
in an investigation like this,
the presence of a
tions often have to prevail.
crack initiation for instance, a huge area would have to be ..,.._,,u ...... ...., ...... ...,.....
specimens
also the risk
failure
considerBy using notched specimens part
these problems are solved
stress concentrations are ............
effects of these stress r>nin.ro.°'ntr<:>t•n•""
ture process
course between r.rt:>TAt•,:>n,~>=>C'
six dog-bone
(denoted A to F
and height of
factor two. The ..,...,.,,,,...m,,.n
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were "-"'-'A.A-'-'V,._,.A'-n;~
an age between 56
to account
fact
the specimens were cast
specimen sizes over the
.1.VL.h.J

mens were "'-'""'·....,. . . . ·
be tested per
even distribution
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Table 1.

Concrete mix properties

Unit content kg/m3
8-4*

I 540

I 4-2* I 2-1 * I 1-0.5* I 0.5-0.25* I 0.25-0.125* I PCB w/c
127
I 375 I o.5 I
I 363 I 212 I 212 I 234
* grain size in mm, PCB = Portland Cement B

for variations in batch strengths, 12 control cubes were cast from each batch
and stored under water at a constant temperature of 20°C . After 28 days the
cubes were tested in standard cube compression tests and tensile splitting
tests.

Experimental set-ups and control system
uniaxial tension tests have been conducted with rotating boundary conditions. For this purpose hinge constructions of three different sizes were
designed, allowing for free rotations in both the in-plane and the_ out-ofplane direction, Van Vliet and Van Mier (1998). Within each hinge specimens of two subsequent sizes were tested. In order to avoid the need for
continuous (major) adjustments of the set-ups, the hinges were placed in
separate loading frames. Before testing, steel loading platens were glued to
the specimens with a two-component epoxy resin after which specimen and
loading platens were bolted to the hinge constructions.
Test control was obtained using a system that shows resemblance with
the one applied by Li et al. (1993). Starting point is that the control LVDTs
on all specimen sizes have a constant measuring length of 7 5 mm. In this
way snap-back behaviour is avoided because the critical measuring length
will not be exceeded. Large specimen areas were controlled by placing a
number of control L VDTs in line along the edge of the specimen, both on
front and the back side. A newly developed control device continuously
checks up to 16 L VDTs for the one measuring the largest deformation. This
LVDT is used to control the test. When the next instant another L VDT measures a larger deformation test control is switched to that L VDT. Because
the limited number of L VDTs that can be handled by the control device
it was not possible to control all four edges of the biggest specimen. For
this reason a small load eccentricity was applied for all specimens to ensure
crack initiation at the side of the specimen where the control L VDTs were
placed. The eccentricity, which is obtained by glueing the loading platens
slightly eccentrically, is scaled with the specimen size ( 1 mm for the A, to
32 mm for the F specimens). Thus, according to the theory of linear elasticity, the stress in the outermost fibre is equal for all specimen sizes. In all
tests a constant deformation rate of 0.028 µmis was applied.
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Measurements
aim of the current experimental investigation is to get more insight
of concrete.
physical
causing size
various surface measurements were
during each test. . . . u ...
measurements
on a B and D
are shown
edges of a specimen a
of control L VDTs is I/JI."'"'"" ....
a measuring
of 75 mm (Le).
the AA~~~,,~
measurements with a scaled measuring
Ls were
30 mm for the A
up to 960 mm for the F 0iJ""'·""·JLl.J.V.u.0.
m<=•'l<'llri::>ma•nrc ......,..,.,,,,.r1 to be very useful
because they
H.<LJL~fJ.J.oJ and
.r1""·1-n..-rrw,t1,'V,_J,.., were measured spread over
crack propagation.
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C (a)
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specimens this meant however that
a considerable
at the moment
test had to be stopped.
control
effect of using a constant,
~...,.U.UA._ curves of the F specimens could not have been
retrieved
signal as shown in the graph would have been used to
Because
the large elastic deformations
the measured
ria·rn.rrn".lir~r·n decreases at
load,
would have
to failure
would
been used
feed-back.
the maximum force recorded during each test by the smallest
cP.r·r~n.n (0.6bD)
nominal stress CTN was computed. Fig. 4a shows
CTN as a function of the characteristic specimen dimension D
To give a more clear picture,
data for each
replaced
mean values
deviations
F

..,,,.,. ....

2.

I Type (nr) II

CTN

(MPa)

Nominal strength
j CAin X CTN

(MPa)

J

cfc2B

X CTN

(MPa)

A

2.54 (0.41)

2.52 (0.41)

2.42 (0.48)

B (4)

2.97 (0.19)

·2.89 (0.17)

2.85 (0.25)

c (7)

2.75 (0.21)

2.74 (0.21)

2.59 (0.24)

D (5)

2.30 (0.09)

2.26 (0.08)

2.21 (0.05)

E (4)

2.07 (0.12)

2.01 (0.12)

1.87 (0.12)

F

1.86 (0.16)

1.85 (0.16)

1.85 (0.17)
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corresponding values can be found
2,
...... ,.""' .... ,. . . . in
in
column denotes the ........... ,u. ................
The followed experimental procedure and the way
seem to
quite straightforward. Therefore one
indication has been obtained of the size effect on strength
concrete
uniaxial tension. What is not known however, is how sensitive the
testing procedure or the way
are to vanat1ons
check these matters two "corrections"
been
strength values of Fig. 4a.
first
concerns the area
used to compute o N. Instead of dividing the ultimate
one could take
projected cross section at the height
This area Ain has been determined
each "',.....,"',...,.,..,,....,,,,,..,.

band width of
uncorrected data
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values

CTN(i)

been multiplied

a correction factor

CAin ( i)

A

Atn(i)
2 and Fig. together
the
(gray shaded area). A second
the fact that
specimens originated
value of the cube compressive
j, fc2s(J), can
regarded as representative
uniaxial tension specimens cast from
CTN(i) with a
Cfczs (j) the influence
Hence
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fc2s(j)

J= 1,2, .. ,

(2)

fc28,max

of the
strength
cfczs corrected values of the .__._'"".__._._.._U\4.ll
Table 2.

(3)

crack area is
and w 1
Despite the fact
GF180 is a rather strange
the definition
fracture energy, it is
computation
GF180 is purely
for Gp the stress-crack opening curves
w has
computed using
(Fig. 3). By subtracting
elastic
t•r.
a crack width
at
softening curve
least squares
(Fig. 6a).
the stress-crack '""""'£•...,. ......
specimens A-Fare lying the same region the shape
size
With increasing specimen size the peak
curve decreases whereas
tail rises.
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curves

Overview of stress-crack
width for A and F specimens (b)

tests

mean values and standard deviations of GF180 and
7 as a function
The values can
found in
as found
7 a and b agrees
well.
GF values of
E and F specimens
the small "'I-''"''"'··.............,....... ..,
compared to GFi so.
shows the fact
the stress-crack opening curve was missing. The general . ....,. . . . . . . . ,. . n.,
same however: a convergence of
fracture energy to an
value for large
sizes.
Also for the
GF values a sensitivity check was
to the applied surface A. Here an alternative area
following from
projection (on
ends)
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Fracture energy

I Type (nr) II

GF180 (Nim)

A (9)

84.49 (11.08)

97.04 (11.83)

96.52 (11.99)

B ( ·)

108.07 (16.81)

125.67 (17.97)

121.41 (19.08)

c (7)

106.31 (11.00)

124.24 (13.58)

123.48 (13.31)

D (5)

104.89 (10.06)

125.22 (13.70)

122.67 (12.34)

E (4)

107.82 ( 9.71)

142.31 (10.32)

137.29 (10.60)

F (4)

113.63* ( 2.78*)

141.12 (10.18)

140.58 (10.48)

* mean value and standard deviation based on 3 instead of 4 tests
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the edges of the specimen.
then reads
A

0.6bD

CAt;(i) = - - = AJi(i)
corrected

are presented in Fig. 8 and Table 3.
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The objective
the results
small
large

research on size effect has always been to
a certain size range to the asymptotes for ...,,,.. ...... ~·· ,.,,
uniaxial tension tests on the A specimens

vA1...1.u.1Jv.1.a.L.._,
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very small specimen
asymptotes
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carried out in a stiff testing frame while keeping the specimen ends parallel
to each other, these non-uniform deformations can be partly counteracted.
Also in a set-up with three hydraulic actuators the edges of the controlled
specimen region can be kept parallel to each other, Hilsdorf (1963), Ferro
(1994). In both cases, however, deformation gradients will still be present
within the specimen or the controlled region respectively.
In order to see whether any relation exists between non-uniform deformations and the nominal stress, the strain gradients over the specimen
thickness (out-of-plane direction) were determined for all specimens. The
strain gradients were computed using the deformation difference measured
at peak load, between the control L VDT and the L VDT on the same position
but on the back side of the specimen. Fig. 9a shows the mean values and the
standard deviations of the strain gradients found for the different specimen
sizes. The gray shaded area indicates the trend line of CTN as a function of
In Fig. 9b the separate values of the strain gradient are plotted against
CTN and also here the same trend is observed. It is mentioned however that
the decrease of the nominal strength with increasing strain gradient does not
necessarily hold true for the values of one and the same specimen size. Despite the large scatter, the trend found for the strain gradients at peak load
is opposite to that of the nominal stress. This could indicate that with increasing non-uniformity of the deformations of the cross section in general
(here over the thickness in particular), locally the ultimate strains are already
reached at lower loads. Consequently also <JN is lower. The increase of the
non-uniformity of deformations with specimen size may be due to the increasing system length. When a certain stiffness distribution over the cross
section is considered for a small and a long system length, the deformations
are larger in the latter case and thus the strains in the outermost fibres. This
could be an explanation for the observed size effect on the nominal strength.
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Also concerning
computed G F values a clear
was
increases
specimen size although the tendency seems to
'"""H' .....
a horizontal asymptote for large sizes.
among others
et al.
to 600 mm. The
r-i"'

r>t>ra''"'""V-<.U"\

on
a stronger
A specimens
An ~,~ 11-'i~.u ~~~
to date. By
a closer look at
impregnation tests, the authors intend to further study
nomenon.
numerical simulations
for
next phase of the current
effect study.
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• the nominal strength decreases
to 37%
specimen
size which
be due to an increase of strain gradients at peak

• because
sensitivity of the
results to large sizes
correct
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the applied stress-crack opening curves
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